
Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Let the artist arrive after 20 days and get the mind ready to start some requested projects:project one: invitation of the Rotarian cyrcle in Milan for a lecture in 2014 about the artists experience in Shanghai. The artist decides to focus on chinese woman, professionalized in Contemporary Art. She decides not to sample, but to focus on one artist and get deeper in all belongings of daily trial, the high and down in artist´s life, and starts a documentary artistic exchange with the other chinese woman artist in Art Peace Hotel. Bi Rongrong actually is doing a wall piece at Contemporary Art Space at Bund 19, just the neigbourgh palace from Swatch Art Peace Hotel. The artist feels a similar spirit to their  work, tempting and powering the aim.First foto shootings, first interview captures, work goes on for us both...will become friends.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
project two: as the artist is well known in Switzerland and +++ for her interactive light stage settings in contemporary art/dance/soundscape projects, an artist composer of Swatch Art Peace Hotel asks her to collaborate a new coming out of Macedonian Composition, the musician artist is looking forward to find his orchestra around conservatorium of music, in some livemusic boxes, chorus and coreografer/dancers environment. In the meantime the artist is out for input of images about the floating, reflecting transparent world, to have tools to feed a projection all over stage and musicians, the orchestra named up by now: the Huang Pu Divers.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Watersounds, listening ears,  glittering lights on the river, the reflections, echoes and loops become more and more part of research and exchange: The musician is already satisfyed with a first AFFICHE Scetch the artist offers him: The Huang Pu divers CD COVER is settled, expecting the world wide first concert-die Welturaufführung des Ost-West Hörspiels, mit Taucheranzügen, 3 Akkordeons, ..., Kontrabass, Chorus, & Unterwasser Bildsupport.The light designer is acting the same time the same way and rythm as the musicians ON STAGE. That is the plan. The two artist also become friends and look forward a location for the concert, as it is difficult to manage the show in Swatch Art Peace Hotel.





Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Suddenly come the bad dreams and nightmares in artists sleep invading brain and heart. Something starts to worry the golden heaven of dreams. She  becomes a skywalker out of sorrow.What about love?She flies up to heaven 100 floors over Huang Pu River, and finds other similars to her, looking over past and future.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the real message you get in Shanghai is: there is not reality between original and fake, awakeness and dream, illusion and minding gaps. SOME ARE MORE AHEAD IN the diving in, others just look on it like on the big cinema. We artist hide and seek...we get impulsed, get the breathe, get the feeling of what is SHANGHAI.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the artist as skywalker breathes the air of freedom and leaves   bad dreams of yesterday night.When the nightman cometh for a next day of bloodless and spitting tears - hurryup in the high level speeded- restart.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the scenery of dreams, nightmares and nightlife is seducition as well as is the neon moon, the neon eyes  and the neon fishdish on the streetcorner. The artist stores image and image and images and image and image for all aches of future.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the artist has directed her assistants in the right places for catching the right moment the right way...camera on: project three



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
project three: MY HUANG PU SEA. This glimmering reflection of the river echo in the Swatch glamour lounges will be presented later to you. Still it is a sensible morning light whisper, waiting to be welcomed...



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Sun and riverboats -a pulsing heartbeat - that pushes the artist  in daylight and daily business as it is time to go for the project four...come down from skywalk, take your time for overview, and answer the curator´s invitation to make a report from Shanghai Graffiti Art scene for the coming out of the cultural e- newsletter: JESUS MEETS THE DOG (coming out soon you will be informed by time) - follows a first preview of the artists investigation on the Mogashan Graffiti wall project (selection). The artist trys to get further information by a passed by Swatch Art Peace Hotel artist before her time, a french guy - the Graffiti profi goes bable...so:Mrs. curator/ editor on the westside of the planet: My article "Shanghai Graffiti" for your 1st edition JESUS MEETS THE DOG will be ready  soon, best greetings from SH.
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